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1. INTRODUCTION 
Geo-stable distributions have been recently proposed as more realistic distributions for modeling 
returns on financial assets (see [1-3]). A major drawback in practical applications, such as risk 
assessment or estimation, is the fact that the geo-stable distribution does not have an explicit 
representation. The standard Fourier-inversion approach leads to a representation with slowly 
convergent integrals. 
In this paper, we present representations of geo-stable densities with fast convergent integrals. 
They  are similar to a representation given by Linnik in the context of so-called Linnik distributions 
(see [4,51). 
2. REPRESENTAT ION OF GEO-STABLE DENSIT IES  
I t  is well known (see, for example, [6]) that  the characteristic function of a geo-stable distrib- 
ution is given by 
1 
f(t) = f(t;a,O,A,#) = 1 + AIt[a exp {-i~aO sign t} - ipt' (1) 
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where 1 < a < 2, 10l ~ 0~ = min(1,2/a - 1), A > 0, and # • R. Although a can, in general, take 
any value in (0, 2], we consider 1 < a < 2, because f (t)  has infinite first moments for a < 1, which 
does not seem to be a likely situation with financial return data. The case a = 2 corresponds to 
the well-known Laplace distribution, which has been considered in [1]. 
Applying the inversion formula to (1) yields the geo-stable density 
£ 1 e- i txf(t  ) dr. p(~) = p(~; a,  o, A, ~) = ~ (2) 
While Kozubowski and Rachev [7] and Kozubowski [8] provide a representation f the geo- 
stable density in terms of the corresponding a-stable density, the next theorem provides a direct 
integral representation for p(x), giving--in contrast o the slowly convergent integral in the right- 
hand side of (2)--rise to a fast-convergent i tegral representation. 
THEOREM 2.1. For 1 < a < 2 and x # O, the density of geo-stable distribution p(x) can be 
represented by 
p(x) : A sin (~a(1 + 0 sign x)) 
~o °° va e -vz dv 
x [ l _~vs ignx+Av~exp{~a( l+Os ignx)}[2 ,  
x • R \{0} .  
PROOF. Let x < 0 and split p(x) into two integrals, i.e., 
f0 ° 
Ix (x) := e-lt~f(t) dt, (3) 
and I2(x) = 27rp(x) - I I(x). In the complex t-plane, consider the region 
QR={t=u+iv : l t l<R,u>O,v>O},  R>I ,  
and define 
Function 
ff 
t a = [tlae ia~, 0 < qo = argt < 2" 
e--itx 
~(t,x) = 
1 + At a exp {- i~aO} - i#t 
is continuous in Qn and analytic in the interior of Qn. Denote by q(R), the boundary of QR and 
by C(R), the curve {t = u + iv : Itl = R, u > 0, v > 0}. According to the Cauchy Theorem, we 
have 
fq ~f(t;x)dt = O. 
(R) 
Therefore, 
/oR ~f(t; x) dt + ~f(t; x) dt - i 
(R) 1 + Av a exp (i-~a(1 - 0)} + pv 
dv = O. 
The integral over C(R) tends to zero as R tends to infinity. Hence, 
~ eVX 
II(X) = i 1 + Av a exp {i~a(1 - 0)} + #v dv. (4) 
Then, because x < 0 and 1 < a < 2, It(x) is an exponentially convergent integral. 
Geo-Stable Densities 
To obtain an analogous representation for 
~0 ~ eitx 
I2(x) = 1 + A[tl a exp {i~aO} + i#t 
consider now region 
dr, 
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Pn={t=u+iv : l t l<R,u>O,v<O},  R>I ,  
in the complex t-plane and define 
-~ <~=argt<27r .  
Applying to function I2(x) and set Pn, arguments imilar to those used in deriving represen- 
tation (4) for I1 (x) leads to representation 
~0 °° e vx dv. (5) I2(x) = - i  1 + Av a exp {i~a(O - 1)} + #v 
Combining the representations for I i (x) and I2(x), we obtain 
Asin (~a(1-0) )  foo  v~e~Xdv 
p(x) = • < 0. (6) 
J0 iTr 7r 11 + #v + Ava exp {-:-ol(1-- 0)}[ 2' 
Proceeding in a similar fashion to derive the corresponding representations forx > 0, we obtain 
Asin(-~a(l +O)) f~  vae- ' *dv  
p(x) = • > o.  (~) 
Jo 7r ] l _#v  ÷ Ava exp {Ta(1  +O)}l 2' 
This proves the theorem. | 
REMARK 2.1. It follows from relations (6) and (7) that density p(x) is a completely monotone 
function for both semiaxes ( -~,  0) and (0, or). Consequently, p(x) is infinitely differentiable for 
x ~ 0. However, at x = 0, we have 
zlimo(-1)kp(k)(x).+ _ - - -=+°° '  k=1,2  
3. ASYMPTOTIC  BEHAVIOR OF  GEO-STABLE DENSIT IES  
Using integral representations (6)and (7), the following asymptotic expansions of p(x) for both 
x --* oc and x --* --oo can be derived. 
THEOREM 3.1. Geo-stable density p(x) has asymptotic expansion 
1 K"  ( -1)  kn! . k .n-k r ( (n  - k)a + k + 1) 7ra(1 + O)(n - k) 
p(x) ~ -~ n=o k=o k!(n - k)! p '~ x~_--~V-k¥ f sin 2 ' 
for x ---* c¢, and 
kn! 
p(x) ~ -~ k!(n - k)! # x~-'~g~kYf sin 2 ' 
= k=O 
for  X ~ --00. 
Direct differentiation provides asymptotic expansions of the derivatives of p(x). 
REMARK 3.1. Remark 2.1 implies that limx--.+0p'(x) = -~.  In fact, 
p'(x) ~ ~r ( -~)  
7rx 2-a sin (~a(1 + 0))'  
as x --* +0. Therefore, density p(x) satisfies the HSlder condition with exponent ~ - 1. 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The integral representations given in Section 2 should be useful for deriving a max imum like- 
l ihood est imator for the parameters of geo-stable distributions. Remark 3.1 shows that  one has 
to deal with the so-called singular case of Ibragimov and Khasminski i  [9]. 
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